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Welcome

In June 2021, Merkle held our 17th annual Executive Summit. And while we look forward to the day 
we can get back to being in-person, complete with face-to-face networking and entertainment, we 
were very excited to be able to continue this flagship event virtually! This year, we took advantage 
of the remote approach to expand the Summit globally, by engaging speakers and attendees from 
all around the world. We were ecstatic and grateful to welcome close to 700 marketing leaders 
from industries including retail, consumer goods, financial services, insurance, health, travel, media 
& entertainment, tech, and nonprofit. 

This year’s theme was The Formula for Customer Experience Transformation. During the two-day 
event, Marketing executives and subject matter experts provided a deep dive into the components 
of data transformation, digital transformation, and the organizational agility required for making this 
paradigm shift. 

We were excited to have speakers from some of the best consumer and B2B brands in the world, 
who shared their innovative approaches and inspirational success stories, along with Forrester and 
Courageous Conversation, who provided compelling keynotes. And this event wouldn’t have been 
possible without the help of our generous sponsors and partners, Adobe and Salesforce. 

The following pages provide highlights and key takeaways from each of the Summit presentations, 
panel discussions, keynote addresses, and breakout sessions. We hope this will serve as a useful 
summary for you and a way to share some of the content with your teams. Many of the sessions are 
also available as videos on demand, noted with links on applicable pages.

Erin Hutchinson, Global CMO, Merkle/CXM

Watch session 
recording

Download 
Presentation

https://www2.merkleinc.com/2021-summit/opening
https://www2.merkleinc.com/l/47252/2021-06-23/8q1jg1/47252/1624478287AhZfKLB3/01_Summit_Presentation_Welcome_Remarks_Erin_Hutchinson.pptx
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Opening Session 

We’re in the midst of the greatest inflection point that we as marketers have seen in decades. You 
can’t open any industry media source without reading about how customer experience transformation 
is critical to a brand’s success. Companies that focused heavily on customer experience management 
(CXM) prior to the pandemic – if they weren’t in a disrupted industry like travel – thrived and scaled 
during the lockdown. Those that under-invested have either gone away or are now going all-in on 
transformation through CXM. 

It’s no longer just about advertising, CRM, and loyalty. It’s about the total brand experience across 
marketing, sales, commerce, and service. It’s critical that marketers understand how to use their 
technologies, content, and strategies for connecting with consumers through personalized, 
coordinated experiences across the broader customer journey. Technology is the lifeblood of our 
ability to deliver these experiences and fulfill customer needs throughout those dimensions. 

Customer experience transformation is the reimagining of a company’s foundation through its data 
management, digital experience, and organizational infrastructure to one that empowers a customer-
centered strategy. This dynamic is viewed through the lens of the equation:

data transformation + digital transformation = customer experience transformation

where data transformation is the collection, management, integration, and activation of data to create 
customer experiences; digital transformation is the modernization of the systems that deliver 
experiences in a digital world; and customer experience transformation is the organizational agility of a 
company to support a customer-centered strategy.  This year’s Summit delves into each of these three 
dynamics.

Watch session 
recording

Download 
Presentation

The formula for customer experience transformation

Craig Dempster, Global CEO, Merkle/CXM

https://www2.merkleinc.com/2021-summit/01
https://www2.merkleinc.com/l/47252/2021-06-23/8q1jgh/47252/1624478295Jre1pbnq/02_Summit_Presentation_Opening_Session_The_Formula_for_Customer_Experi.pptx
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Introduction to Data Transformation

It’s no surprise that the past year has changed business operations forever. Using channels together 
effectively, quickly, in a privacy-safe manner is no longer a nice-to-have, but a must-have to survive. 
The modernization and ability to reimagine your tech stack infrastructure are key, and ROI must be 
shown quickly to justify spend. More than that, having the agility to scale is crucial. Additionally, in our 
new cookieless world, finding compliant ways to identify your customers is only becoming more 
critical. 

These needs have dictated the introduction of the modern technology platform. It is fast, adaptable, 
can identify customers on all channels, and empowers your organization with the data they need when 
they need it. The modern platform must be: 

Data transformation is the privacy-safe acquisition, management, analysis, and activation of valuable 
data, with cloud platforms and AI. The goal is to power relevant and engaging experiences (by 
combining data, identity of customers, and insights) in real time. Organizations must think about the 
role and function of technology before making the purchase to ensure they use it and get value 
quickly. 

There must be a strategy in place to think about marketing technology as a holistic stack, and there 
must be an owner to manage the long-term strategy. Building the modern platform is not easy, but it’s 
a task that must be done.

Watch session 
recording

Download 
Presentation

Matthew Mobley, Chief Technology Officer, Merkle/CXM
Matthew Seeley, Global Marketing Tech & Data Management Lead, Merkle/CXM 

• Cloud first • Rapidly adaptable

• Built for now • Empowering for business users 

• Scalable for the future • Able to connect all your data

https://www2.merkleinc.com/2021-summit/02
https://www2.merkleinc.com/l/47252/2021-06-23/8q1jgp/47252/1624478306ulj5aCAK/03_Summit_Presentation_Customer_Experience_Imperative_Data_Transformat.pptx
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Data Transformation Keynote 

Walgreens has taken the leap to completely transform the way it does business to thrive in today’s 
customer-first world. When engaging in mass personalization, at the core is the customer’s trust. 
Because of this, privacy has moved up to a top priority for the brand, ensuring adherence to the latest 
privacy laws as they emerge and through the data lifecycle, while using data to create better 
experiences across channels. 

Marketing + Legal team collaboration

The Walgreens marketing team is even beginning to involve the legal team early in the ideation of 
campaigns, because they all understand how important it is to customers to be treated as real people. 
The myWalgreens App is a massive initiative to create a logged-in personalized experience. As users 
engage, their first-party data profile can be bolstered, better tailoring the interaction, depending on 
preferences and needs, to make health and wellbeing as easy as possible for the consumer to 
manage.

Organizational change

Now that data is centralized for Walgreens, its teams are also starting to work differently while using an 
Adobe tech stack. Instead of sharing data across several teams as they did in the past, omnichannel 
customer journeys can be enabled within a single tool, eliminating headaches and saving precious 
time for all the teams involved to pull in real-time data flags and seamlessly execute more relevant 
experiences. 

Watch session 
recording

Earning consumer trust in a more personalized world 

Tracie Kambies, Global Analytics Lead, Merkle/CXM 
Lara Liss, Vice President, Global Chief Privacy Officer, Walgreens Boots Alliance 
Alyssa Raine, Group Vice President, Customer Marketing Platforms, Walgreens
Paige Schaeffer, CRM Marketing Manager, Walgreens

https://www2.merkleinc.com/2021-summit/03
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Putting Heart into Every Journey

Merkle and London North Eastern Railway (LNER) have worked together for six years, maximizing the 
UK rail company’s data and technology to unlock the ideal customer experience across the customer 
journey. The company’s latest data science initiatives include:

Innovation during COVID-19

Customers’ expectations have changed as they moved online and embraced technology faster during 
the pandemic lockdowns. As they’ve navigated through the restrictions and now move to the new 
normal, railway operators like LNER have had to innovate quickly, turning actionable insights into 
meaningful customer experiences, in order to attract and retain passengers. 

Real-time enablement

Through rebuilding its customer experience management system, unlocking use cases and 
capabilities, LNER ensures customers have the right information in real time, in the way that they want 
to use it. This delivers a truly personal customer experience for every individual and provides the level 
of customer service now needed in market.

Data at the heart

Data is crucial to customer experience transformation. The ability to quickly and efficiently capture, 
share, and analyze data is essential to success if businesses want to exploit digital opportunities. All 
the work is strongly underpinned by customer segmentation, insights, and data signals, to deliver the 
most personalized experiences throughout every touchpoint. 

Watch session 
recording

Download 
Presentation

Harnessing the power of data to transform the UK rail experience

Claire Cardosi, Head of Digital Decisioning & Data Science, London North Eastern 
Railway (LNER) 
Soizic Sycamore, Client Partner, Merkle/CXM

https://www2.merkleinc.com/2021-summit/04
https://www2.merkleinc.com/l/47252/2021-06-23/8q1jgm/47252/16244783055gOjQGPg/05_Summit_Presentation_Putting_Heart_into_Every_Journey_Harnessing_the_.pdf
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Automating Insights 

Merkle partnered with AbbVie in the creation of a cloud-based data management system that 
automates the ingestion of data feeds and processes, streamlines attribution modeling, and eliminates 
the need for extensive manual report generation. 

In early 2020, AbbVie identified that its existing data collection process was very labor intensive, due 
to the large amount of data that was frequently being exchanged between AbbVie and Merkle. The 
slow turnaround time contributed to outdated information being shared in PowerPoint presentations 
that could not be used by the AbbVie physician teams. Furthermore, solutions for the management of 
AbbVie’s data could not be implemented due to the demands of continually having to prepare multiple 
presentations.

To create a more efficient data management system, Alice and Lisa needed to deliver insights and 
recommendations that would optimize the physician experience. To meet this objective, three key 
areas had to be measured: 1) assessing the effectiveness of an addressable ecosystem by 
determining how each tactic would drive the incremental TRx impact, 2) examining the Rx contribution 
of each tactic in a bundle to determine what was working best, and 3) pinpointing optimal content by 
tactic to determine which content/message had the most significant Rx impact. 

The process was streamlined utilizing a cross-platform production system which enabled Merkle to 
move into a cloud-based system within the AbbVie environment, access AbbVie’s file-based data 
platform to directly retrieve the data from the database source, automate the system, and connect the 
system to Tableau – an online reporting layer.

Watch session 
recording

Download 
Presentation

Implementing a cloud-based data and analytics solution to deliver 
dynamic insight generation 

Alice Harmon, Sr. Director, Analytics, Merkle/CXM 
Lisa Marzano, Associate Director, Analytics, AbbVie 

https://www2.merkleinc.com/2021-summit/05
https://www2.merkleinc.com/l/47252/2021-06-23/8q1jgk/47252/1624478303CdFsZ7N7/06_Summit_Presentation_Automating_Insights_Implementing_a_cloud_based_d.pdf
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Data Agility as a CX Strategy

NBCUniversal has immensely changed the way it addresses consumer needs – and how it operates to 
do so. NBCUniversal created a customer journey North Star to best guide its team on the central 
mission:

“Know our Guests’ hearts and minds so we can entertain, engage, and delight them throughout their 
Universal journey.” 

This helps to guide focus and learn what is important to customers and their families and understand 
how their decisions are made. NBCUniversal believes that personalization is the blend of art and 
science, using what is known to infer and craft a tailored experience. 

Agility has become a key foundation in NBCUniversal’s operations to work quickly, test often, and 
pivot easily. To achieve this, the entertainment brand leveraged Merkle’s modern data platform pillars 
(cloud first, built for now, scalable for the future, rapidly adaptable, empowering for business users, 
data connected). Starting with cloud first, the team hit the ground running with “think big, start small, 
and scale quickly” to make quick wins. They created a central data layer where the organization 
accesses standardized data for exploration, visualization, decisioning, etc. 

They started with a pilot at Universal Studios Hollywood and from there, were able to stand up a data 
cloud platform in North America within three months to gain a single view of guests. Well-defined use 
cases were selected and worked against to prove the business value of this approach. They achieved 
immediate results (for example, 30% enhanced click-through rate) while also building a foundational 
platform with global scale and a single view of the customer, all in a privacy compliant way. 

Watch session 
recording

Download 
Presentation

Chris Crayner, Chief Digital Officer, Universal Parks & Resorts
Leah van Zelm, VP, Global Marketing Analytics & Targeting, Universal Parks & Resorts
Ankur Jain, SVP, Strategy Lead, Cloud Platforms, Merkle/CXM 

https://www2.merkleinc.com/2021-summit/06
https://www2.merkleinc.com/l/47252/2021-06-23/8q1jgr/47252/1624478310FeiRelZu/07_Summit_Presentation_Data_Agility_as_a_CX_Strategy_Universal_Parks_Re.pdf
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Moving to More Valuable Customer Experiences

The B2B market environment is changing rapidly, with the proliferation of digital media, an increase in 
contacts and messaging points, and new opportunities. This has led to a disruption in how companies 
collect data that is essential to deliver the most harmonized, relevant, and resonant experiences to their 
target audiences. 

Transamerica’s real-time journey

Transamerica operates across multiple sectors within the financial services industry (investments, 
insurance, asset management, annuities, retirement, employee benefits). From a data-driven marketing 
perspective, that creates considerable challenges. With a tsunami of data from disparate data sources, 
Transamerica set out to create a single customer view to drive optimal business performance, through a 
three-step process.  
1. Identify and integrate key data sets – Convene stakeholders and agree on the mission. Determine 

what’s important to marketing and to the rest of your organization.
2. Organize in a way that makes it useful – Identify the data you have access to, then determine how 

you’ll collect and aggregate the data you don’t have access to. Then, go into market, test, and identify 
what’s working before optimizing. 

3. Understand customer growth drivers and barriers – As you build the pool of quantitative data from 
your integrated marketing tech stack, don’t forget the qualitative side, or insight.  

By developing a roadmap, Transamerica was able to move from delivering single campaigns or point 
solutions to an engagement-based, relational approach that prioritized the long-term value of a customer.  

Watch session 
recording

Download 
Presentation

How Transamerica took the first step 

Michael McLaren, Global CEO, Merkle B2B
Jamie Poston, Head of Enterprise Marketing, Transamerica

https://www2.merkleinc.com/2021-summit/07
https://www2.merkleinc.com/l/47252/2021-06-23/8q1jgt/47252/1624478311sHszNowo/08_Summit_Presentation_Moving_to_More_Valuable_Customer_Experiences_Tra.pdf
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The Essential Role of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion in CXM

As part of this session, Kirt discussed his own diversity story and how our world view affects the way 
we understand and navigate the world. He also shared his goal of demonstrating why it is essential for 
brands to give attention and intention to diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI), and outlined the role 
each of us play in achieving a more diverse, equitable, and inclusive brand experience. 

Why do companies care about DEI?

Evidence that was shared about why DEI is so pivotal to the success of an organization is backed by 
research from Fortune, Forbes, Harvard, and McKinsey & Company. This research supports the 
connection between DEI programs and employee engagement, productivity, and innovation resulting 
in increased brand revenue. Companies that embed DEI into the culture of the brand can, 1) leverage 
DEI to improve the bottom line, and 2) accelerate new ways of working and connecting with 
customers.

Some research-based examples that support the impact of DEI on the workforce include the following:
• Companies with more diversity are 70% more likely to have entered into a new market in the past 

year.
• Organizations with inclusive cultures are 2x as likely to meet or exceed financial targets and 6x 

more likely to be innovative and agile.
• Companies with the most ethnic diversity in their executive committees outperform the least 

balanced by 36%.
• Employees with a high sense of belonging see a 56% increase in job performance.

Kirt Morris, Global Chief Diversity, Equity & Inclusion Officer, Merkle/CXM 
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Resolving Identity and Delivering Personalization at Scale

While more than 60% of consumers don’t feel they “see themselves” in the brand websites they 
engage with, privacy regulations and the demise of third-party cookies make it increasingly difficult to 
deliver more personalized and meaningful experiences. Key to threading this needle are expert 
ownership and governance of customer data – but brands have reached a breaking point with apps 
and data models in their tech stacks that weren’t purpose-built to work with each other in ways that 
enable personalization at scale.

To tackle these challenges and the pressing reality of a cookieless future, Adobe and Merkle have 
each led innovations in person-based first-party identity and data management. Together, the Adobe 
Experience Platform and Merkle’s private identity graph platform, Merkury, integrate to enable 
universal ID creation at the person level – a key step to maximize scale and accuracy of targeting and 
reach/frequency measurement across all experiences.

This ability to identify customers in real time – and deliver and measure addressable experiences 
across marketing, sales, commerce, and service – provides significant, tangible benefits for clients, 
including: 
• 75% increase in conversion rate for a top telcom
• 900% lift in homepage click-through rate for a top-10 global tech company
• 116% uplift in conversion rate for a leading travel and hospitality brand
• $21 million revenue in first 48 hours of cross-channel campaign for an education client

Watch session 
recording

Download 
Presentation

Chip Knicker, Global Adobe Practice Lead, Merkle/CXM
Judith Hammerman, Strategic Leadership, Identity, Data, and Technology Platforms, Adobe
Ravneet Sahni, Principal Product Manager, AEP, Adobe

HIGHLIGHTED SPONSOR CONTENT

https://www2.merkleinc.com/2021-summit/08
https://www2.merkleinc.com/l/47252/2021-06-23/8q1jgw/47252/1624478317OUcDZT1h/10_Summit_Presentation_Resolving_Identity_and_Delivering_Personalizatio.pdf
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CDPs and the Post-Cookie Future 

The fast-approaching cookieless future is dominating marketers’ attention as the tension between 
personalization and privacy rages on. There are five steps that brands should be taking to prepare for 
this new world:
1. Implement first-party cookies
2. Capture more IDs
3. Launch new activation methods
4. Introduce persistent identifiers across web domains
5. Bring your own identity graph

Without third-party cookies, first-party data is going to be increasingly important in advertising, and ID-
based activations driven by a customer data platform (CDP) will be leveraged across display and video 
publishers. The next stage of the data evolution is in cohort IDs. This is where users are grouped into 
cohorts using machine learning based on browser behaviors, and all behaviors are stored in the 
browser itself and don’t leave. 

All of these efforts are to create a single source of truth. And CDPs are at the center. But CDPs are not 
a new phenomenon. CDPs are just the latest way to describe the evolution of CRM systems over the 
last 40 years. We have gone from IT-centric database marketing in the 1980s to today’s marketer-led, 
more-real-time offerings. And each new technology has allowed marketers to do more with their 
customer data, and do it faster, with less heavy lifting.

Watch session 
recording

Download 
Presentation

Use people data to power marketing transformation 

Brady Flaherty, SVP, Global Salesforce Practice Lead, Merkle/CXM 
Martin Kihn, SVP of Strategy for Marketing Cloud, Salesforce

HIGHLIGHTED SPONSOR CONTENT

https://www2.merkleinc.com/2021-summit/11
https://www2.merkleinc.com/l/47252/2021-06-23/8q1jh1/47252/1624478335M0TRzA6D/13_Summit_Presentation_CDP_s_and_the_Post_Cookie_Future_Use_People_Data.pdf
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Harnessing the Value of the Merkle and Amazon Web Services 
Partnership

In October 2020, Merkle entered into a strategic collaboration agreement with Amazon Web Services (AWS) as 
a Select Consulting Partner with a specialization in Redshift. Today, we are pursuing joint initiatives in 
marketing and system integration and delivering accelerated cloud transformation for our shared clients. 
Merkle brings cloud-native expertise to data transformation and identity resolution on AWS to help brands 
maximize their investment in this powerful technology. 

Strategic focus areas
• Accelerated cloud transformations
• Database and data lake modernization
• Joint innovation in developing AI/ML embedded solutions
• Development of service offerings in the system integration space
• Merkle solutions in AWS Marketplace
• Training and enablement

Merkle understands the needs of CMOs and brings extensive marketing expertise. We are the bridge that 
helps bring marketing and IT together within an organization to help agree upon solutions and focus on results.

Key joint initiatives
• Martech assessments: Consulting engagements help realize investments in cloud, whether just starting out 

or looking to add capabilities.
• Customer 360: Leverage the AWS platform to build a 360-degree view of customers with a focus on 

identity resolution, data unification, segmentation, and AI classification.
• Intelligent marketing data lakes: Build adaptive and scalable marketing data lakes on AWS.
• Amazon Marketing Cloud: Customers can join first-party data with Amazon data for look-alike modeling, 

better analytics, ad buying, personalization. This also gives access to a data clean room and 
recommendation engine. 

Watch session 
recording

Download 
Presentation

Ankur Jain, SVP, Strategy Lead, Cloud Platforms, Merkle/CXM
Tom Miller, SVP, Alliances, Merkle/CXM

https://www2.merkleinc.com/2021-summit/09
https://www2.merkleinc.com/l/47252/2021-06-23/8q1jgy/47252/1624478321fL7lHTJw/11_Summit_Presentation_Harnessing_the_Value_of_the_Merkle_and_Amazon_W.pptx
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The Role of Decisioning in Delivering the Total Customer Experience

Customer expectation has fundamentality changed, as leading brands such as Apple, Netflix, and 
Spotify have raised the bar and driven the need for brands to be more personal. But how can 
businesses deliver personal experiences that are fully automated, in real time, and with context?

Put simply, decisioning is a brain that sits at the center of your organization, consuming all offline and 
real-time data together with content strategies and customer journeys. Using all this information, the 
“brain” decides the next best experience for your customer in that very moment, through the most 
appropriate channel to suit individual needs. It records the customer reaction for further processing 
and delivers future messaging when most suitable.

But providing these hyper-personalized experiences through implementation of a centralized one-to-
one decisioning brain is more than just a technology implementation. It’s a business transformation 
that requires dedicated decisioning experts and multi-functional teams that are responsive to changes 
in the market to ensure continuity of conversations and omnichannel consistency.

Marketing decisioning is a key capability in the martech stack. Watch the on-demand session to learn:
• What marketing decisioning is and how it can transform your business
• The key steps to successful implementation
• How you can get started on your change journey today

Watch session 
recording

Download 
Presentation

Simon Esland, VP, Decisioning Capability Lead, EMEA, Merkle/CXM
Kelly Holmstrom, VP, Decisioning Capability Lead, Americas, Merkle/CXM 

https://www2.merkleinc.com/2021-summit/10
https://www2.merkleinc.com/l/47252/2021-06-23/8q1jh5/47252/1624478340PvE5d5Fa/12_Summit_Presentation_The_Role_of_Decisioning_in_Delivering_the_Total.pptx
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Accelerate the CX Imperative with the Power of Differentiation

Key themes:
• Easy access to technology, process, and capital levels the playing field, limiting differentiation.
• Elevating creativity energizes your firm’s products, services, experiences, and employees.
• Creativity meets customers’ need for novelty and brands’ need to future-proof the business. 

In the digital world, businesses are focused on the best way to meet customer needs, make products 
more accessible, and make purchases easier. CX success over the past decade has been about meeting 
these transactional and functional needs and improving interactions. 

We’ve focused heavily on the foundations of digital – infrastructure, systems integration, connecting the 
data to create a better digital experience. Consequently, among similar solutions, experiences are virtually 
indiscernible from one another, resulting in lackluster performance. 

Business leaders prioritize growth and optimization, but not differentiation. Activities like brand and 
experience building are lower on the list. But consumers increasingly seek uniqueness and novelty in their 
experiences; so, we need a new approach: creativity. Creativity is the executional electricity that 
energizes ideas and solutions for future-fit companies, which are adaptive, resilient, and, well, creative. 

Companies that tap into creativity perform better and grow faster. To maximize creativity, employees must 
be afforded the right mindset, practices, and conditions.

To elevate customer experience through creativity, you must:
1. Combine the scale and precision of technology with human intuition and imagination.
2. Link creativity to digital transformation practices and design with input from diverse backgrounds 

across the company.
3. Make transformation the job of all employees. Empower employees to practice creativity through their 

ideas, solutions, and expertise. 

Watch session 
recording

Watch Q&A

Download 
Presentation

Jay Pattisall, Principal Analyst, Forrester Research, Inc.
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Introduction to Digital Transformation 

Marketing is moving at an incredible rate to keep up with the constant changes in consumer behaviors and 
expectations. The next generation of consumers (Generation Z) is the most digital thus far and wants 
experiences that make life easier. The imperative for brands is to build trust through authentic and relevant 
messaging in order to drive business growth. 

This digital transformation is shaping the future of experiences in five key ways:

The future is frictionless.
To enhance the customer experience, brands must reduce friction in three areas.
• Digital friction – searching for a product and not knowing if it’s right
• Physical friction – wasting time or causing a headache in the transaction/conversion
• Financial friction – using payment methods that aren't convenient 

Omnichannel must be seamless.
Consumers don’t care where or how they interact with brands – whether in a store, online, or on a mobile app. 
They just want experiences to be seamless, for brands to know who they are everywhere they are, and to 
receive only relevant messages.

Faster is better.
From trendsetting and the shortening of the marketing funnel to the shopping experience and delivery, an 
increased emphasis is being placed on speed.  

Physical becomes digital
Brick-and-mortar stores won’t go away, but they will get smarter, as will our understanding of the products we 
consume. Physical and digital will continue to blend as AR and other technology becomes more advanced. 

Intelligence drives experiences.
Technology is front and center in the transformation, with AI, cloud computing, and other tech growth shaping 
the next generation of applications for guided shopping, supply-chain optimization, and more. 

Watch session 
recording

Download 
Presentation

Pete Stein, Global Lead, Experience & Commerce, Merkle/CXM 
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Digital Transformation Keynote

Signify is the world’s leading lighting business. Its purpose is to unlock the extraordinary potential of 
lighting to change lives and build a better world. One of its brands, Philips Hue, focuses on consumer 
products. It delivers personal wireless lighting systems for the home through the Hue Bridge app and 
device, which connect and manage all Philips Hue products, giving consumers the ability to control 
their lighting system. This technology has expanded Signify’s role into the direct-to-consumer (DTC) 
arena.

To drive competitive advantage from this direct relationship, Signify needed to adapt its organization, 
transform its digital platforms, and take ownership of consumer outcomes. Signify embarked on a 
three-year digital transformation to bring commerce capabilities in-house, deliver leading consumer 
care, and unlock data assets to improve consumer experience and accelerate growth.

Signify and Merkle built out a transformation program with the primary goal of building a world-class, 
personalized DTC experience for their valued customers. With a clear understanding of the approach, 
a roadmap of deliverables, close collaboration with committed teams and program management, and 
flexible ways of working, Hue’s transformation is well on its way to delivering 100% year-on-year 
growth.

The world’s first full-stack deployment of Adobe Experience Platform provided Signify with ownership 
of the customer experience, from awareness and research to purchase, onboarding, usage, and 
expansion, through the Adobe Experience Cloud. View the on-demand session to hear:
• How to build a multi-channel DTC capability with Adobe Experience Platform
• How to accelerate delivery and value realization 
• Why an agile way of working is key to unlocking growth

Watch session 
recording

How Signify is taking ownership of the total customer experience 
with Philips Hue
Stephen Derbyshire, VP, Marketing Technologies Lead, EMEA, Merkle/CXM
Alexandra Gaillard, VP, Global Brand & Marketing, Signify
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Neutrogena’s Drive Toward Customer Centricity

Neutrogena had historically relied on traditional commerce strategies, but it was one of many 
consumer goods brands that shifted its approach and emphasized direct-to-consumer channels during 
the COVID-19 pandemic in order to gain a stronger relationship with its customers. With that move has 
come a greater collection of first-party data, and as a result, more personalized experiences. 

The challenge was one that many CPG brands dealt with. Not only did Neutrogena lack first-party data 
using traditional retail channels, but its infrastructure was built around delivering large pallets of goods 
to retailers, and not necessarily single products to individual’s houses. But instead of having to 
compete on price, introducing direct-to-consumer (DTC) allowed Neutrogena to offer a unique value 
proposition. 

Neutrogena began by defining the role of DTC in the organization and doubled down on digital 
channels: 
• Leveraging behavioral tracking to understand how consumers are shopping on its site.
• Setting up automation campaigns and driving next best action.
• Providing consumers with more of the content and offers they want. 

All of these efforts were done to optimize the experience no matter the channel or aspect of the 
customer journey. And organizations that are leading in customer experience focus on three primary 
drivers: identification, prediction, and personalization. 

These drivers come through in Neutrogena’s AI Assistant. Neutrogena AI Assistant (NAIA) offers 
product recommendations from Neutrogena.com tailored to a user's skin type and preferences to 
reach their skin-care goals. As more data is tracked, NAIA will use machine learning to improve 
analysis and recommendations, getting more precise and intelligent as it goes.

Watch session 
recording

Download 
Presentation

Nidhi Shetty, Manager, eCommerce Squad Technology & Operations, North America 
Skin Health, Johnson & Johnson
Andy Warren, Director of Commerce, DEG
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Reimagining Cisco Digital Experiences 

Cisco is in the midst of major transformation. The pandemic, along with its transition to a software 
company, have had a major impact on the way Cisco is enabling its digital properties. 

To drive revenue through owned channels, the Cisco team knew they needed to rally around a few 
core principles to make their customers’ experiences more meaningful. To be the demand engine they 
needed to be, every strategy and every goal had to be centered around: how to make it simple, how 
to create growth, and how to do that with innovation. 

Knowing that the first impression a brand makes on a potential customer is the website, Cisco decided 
to redesign its 25-year-old web system from the ground up to maximize traffic volume and scale it 
across various countries and languages within Cisco’s digital ecosystem. Features such as rich 
content, interactive functionality, limited scrolling, self-service, and commerce-enablement ensure a 
unified digital experience for buyers.

Think small.

Redesigning your web presence can be a large undertaking. Start by setting small goals to spark 
revenue growth. Piloting the process with a few key stakeholders allows you to launch in increments, 
change as you go, spend money on the things that perform really well. Always start with customer 
insights and take a less-is-more approach. Spend less time focusing on what you think your customers 
want and more on what they actually want – and give it to them. Cisco took this approach and 
significantly increased click-through rates, free trials, and demo signups.

Watch session 
recording

Download 
Presentation

Devin Hood, Executive Director of Digital Experience, Cisco
Michael McLaren, CEO, Merkle B2B
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Introduction to The Adaptive Organization

Organizational adaptability is a measure of how quickly organizations can adapt their businesses 
focus, behavior and processes, improvise in order to meet their customers’ needs, and deliver their 
business goals. An adaptive organization has an inherent competitive advantage. 

Twelve- to eighteen-month marketing cycles are rapidly becoming redundant; the pandemic has 
shown us how businesses that thrive will be those who can quickly adapt their organizations, shift to 
meet customer needs, and reshape themselves to confront new challenges as they arise.

Many consider customer experience to be the next competitive battleground, and much of what 
shapes customers’ experience is how adaptive a brand is in meeting their needs. There’s a major pivot 
underway in how businesses view customer experiences – from next best offer to next best action to 
next best experience. Customer experiences don’t just live in channels – they live in every micro-
moment in which a customer connects with your business. Brands that thrive will be those that can 
offer cumulatively positive, connected, personal experiences – and without being adaptive, this is not 
possible for an organization to achieve. 

Most businesses require a significant transformation to become truly adaptive, and it requires 
alignment across many areas of the organization. You must genuinely put the customer first, break 
down silos, and develop clear measures that drive change. New ways of working must be evolved, 
with senior stakeholder support. It’s essential to think big, but start small and scale fast. 

The rewards of success are immense – once your brand reaches an adaptive state, you’ll never fall 
behind again.

Watch session 
recording

Download 
Presentation

Richard Lees, Chief Strategy Officer, EMEA, Merkle/CXM
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The Adaptive Organization Panel

In this panel session, Margie Chiu sat down with three senior marketers, all of whom have been 
leading major transformation programs within their own organizations, to discuss how to succeed in 
evolving to an adaptive way of working.

Andrea Striebel from Floor and Décor faced the challenge of helping the business use data in real 
time to benefit customers and of leveling up the brand’s ability to personalize communications to each 
individual customer. 

Tom Channing joined Pandora in 2019 to assist in the transformation of the brand’s data landscape, 
evolving from legacy systems with disconnected data. The business also had to confront its previous 
siloed working patterns. Pandora’s evolution has been through both data and the simultaneous 
transformation of ways of working in their people and processes.

Heather Dzielak is 14 months into her tenure at T. Rowe Price. The business was a traditional 
marketing organization, working through campaign life cycles and with siloed teams. Their focus has 
shifted to customer experience management (CXM) to better engage clients and deliver value to them, 
and to their business in return.

Through this session, learn how each has confronted various challenges along the road to 
adaptiveness and how these have been overcome. From gaining senior sponsorship, to 
communicating the positive aspects of change, to overcoming traditional and deeply entrenched 
working patterns, you will recognize the issues discussed by each speaker. This panel represents a 
great opportunity to pick up on ways to succeed in the face of the barriers you may encounter on your 
journey.

Watch session 
recording

Tom Channing, VP, Global Business Intelligence, Pandora
Heather Dzielak, Head of Individual Investors (II) Marketing, T. Rowe Price
Andrea Striebel, VP, Marketing, Floor & Décor
Margie Chiu, SVP, Business Strategy, Merkle/CXM
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Agile Myth Busters 

Agile methodology has been a popular method for software development, focusing on constant 
collaboration and quick sprints that are evaluated in order to pivot and optimize. Now, marketers are 
realizing there are major advantages to moving to an agile approach, but a lot of misinformation still 
exists. 

We identified seven major myths that are serving as barriers to adoption but should be debunked. A few 
of these myths include: 

Myth 1: Agile is for tech startups, not marketing teams.

Agile is for anyone who wants to compete in the digital age. And at the rate marketing moves, why plan 
a campaign for months and hope it works rather than testing and adapting as you go?

Myth 4: Agile is a cure-all to innovation, efficiency, and quality.

The benefits of agile take time, and the process alone cannot make brands successful. What agile does 
is make innovation and efficiency possible and set your organization up for success. 

Myth 6: Agile is PHD-level thinking, complex, and hard to understand and master.

Agile takes days to train, not a lifetime. And an agile approach can be accomplished with sticky notes 
and a good team, so how complex can it be? 

Myth 7: My work doesn’t fit into sprints.

How to break down work into smaller tasks is one of the hardest aspects to grasp. But any work can be 
broken into 2-3-week sprints, which are what allow you to test, evaluate, and adjust what isn’t working. 

Watch session 
recording

Download 
Presentation

Arapit Patel, VP, Loyalty Platforms, AARP
Chris Wayman, EVP, Promotion & Loyalty Solutions, Merkle/CXM
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Supporting Ways of Working Through the Right Tools 

The adaptive organization is all about the right structures, ways of working, and culture, empowered 
through technology. But just as important are the day-to-day tools, which can often be forgotten or lack 
focus. Tools can enable the ways of working and make people’s day jobs much easier, faster, and 
more productive. This results in people being able to spend more time where it matters, so they can 
deliver a great customer experience that meets commercial needs. 

It’s crucial for organizations on a journey to adaptiveness to now consider how to use the tools they 
have, and what they might need to invest in to fill the gaps – tracking the path toward becoming a truly 
adaptive organization. Tools are a vital component as brands look to work with agility. They can cover 
a number of different functionalities, including video conferencing, file sharing, group instant 
messaging, backlog/workflow management, or remote working and digital workshopping spaces. 

There is a plethora of tools out there, but it’s important not to give your teams total autonomy over tool 
choice for each function, as this can hamper inter-team collaboration. If different teams are using 
different tools, silos become further entrenched – not to mention the increased licence costs for your 
business.

This session discusses the different must-have tools for your team, how tool choice aligns with agile 
team empowerment and how the right tool adoption can free up the need for co-location. 

Watch session 
recording

Download 
Presentation

Mark Clydesdale, VP, Transformation Strategy, Merkle/CXM
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Building Adaptiveness

The global pandemic has certainly and perhaps forever changed people’s lives – as customers, 
employees, citizens, humans – and our behaviors and expectations have greatly shifted as a result. For 
those in charge of marketing, CX, commerce, and pretty much any digital program or channel, those 
evolving attitudes and values and mindsets continue to reshape spending patterns, media 
consumption, and customer journeys in new and unpredictable ways. 

This acceleration of continuous external change demands continuous internal change. To thrive in the 
face of increased uncertainty, future-forward organizations like T-Mobile are prioritizing adaptiveness
as a guiding principle of their organization and operations.
• Adaptive organizations grow 3.2x faster than the industry average.
• They are better equipped to innovate and activate channels, content, and media to maximize ROI.
• They transform ways of work to better enable them to skate to where the puck is going – not 

where it sits today.

This requires brands to boost operational agility and flexibility, and to constantly ask themselves: what 
work should be automated, unbundled, retired, added? Sourcing strategies become critical here – in 
particular, moving beyond tired “in-house vs. outsource” strategies to a more adaptive approach. 

T-Mobile leverages FTEs, agencies, in-housing-as-a-service, and offshore resources in a dynamic 
hybrid model, rather than investing in specific capabilities and resources that may not serve them best 
in a changing landscape. This mix enables them to hold key functions in-house to better know their 
customers and continuously optimize experiences while increasing their ability to innovate around 
value delivery across the journey.

Watch session 
recording

Download 
Presentation

Resourcing strategies to improve agility in the face of uncertainty

David Hensel, Global Adobe Marketing Lead, Merkle/CXM
John Schupp, Sr. Manager, User Experience, T-Mobile
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It’s a wrap!

There is so much that we as marketers can do with data, analytics, and technology. But we have to link 
that to differentiated experiences across the dimensions of marketing, sales, commerce, and service. 
That’s the way brands are built today – through great customer experiences. And CX transformation is a 
journey. We see many of the same challenges and opportunities across industries, which makes forums 
like this Summit so powerful and valuable. When great brands share their experiences and learn from 
one another, widespread progress is made.

I want to extend my heartfelt appreciation to those who helped make this year’s event a success. First, 
to everyone who took time out of their busy schedules to engage with this content: whether you’re new 
to the Summit or have been attending for years, you are the lifeblood of our client-centric organization. 
To our presenters, including employees, brands, partners, and industry thought leaders: the knowledge 
and experience you shared over the two-day program were invaluable and actionable. To our sponsors, 
Salesforce and Adobe: you are two world-class companies with incredible technologies and cultures, 
and we are proud to partner with you. 

And a special thank you to the fantastic Merkle/CXM Marketing Department: to pull off an event like this, 
in a virtual environment, is not easy.  Since the onset of COVID-19, we’ve all been flexing new muscles 
and learning new skills, and the team really rose to the challenge with this virtual event!

I hope you enjoyed the Summit, and I look forward to being with you next year – in person!

Best,

Craig

Craig Dempster

Global CEO, Merkle/CXM
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